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Electronic structure and transport of Bi 2Te3 and BaBiTe3
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We have carried out detailedab initio electronic structure calculations of a novel thermoelectric compound
BaBiTe3 and its parent Bi2Te3, the best room-temperature thermoelectric known to date. The calculations were
carried out using the self-consistent full-potential linearized augmented plane-wave method within density
functional theory. The generalized gradient approximation of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof was used to treat
the exchange and correlation potential. For both systems, inclusion of spin-orbit interaction is crucial in
understanding the gap structure near the Fermi energy. The calculated theoretical values of the gaps agree
surprisingly well with experiment. A detailed comparison of the band structures of these two compounds
indicates that the effective masses~expressed in units of free-electron mass! for both of them are highly
anisotropic and comparable in magnitude. They lie in the range 0.01–0.4. The major difference between the
two compounds is the large degeneracy of the band extrema in Bi2Te3, which is most likely the origin of its
large thermoelectric figure of merit.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There has been a recent revival of interest in developin
new generation of thermoelectric materials with a supe
performance to the alloys of Bi2Te3, the currently available
best thermoelectric.1 As a result many promising new com
pounds are emerging and in order to better understand
thermoelectric~TE! properties one has to carefully examin
their electronic structure. One such system, BaBiTe3, like its
parent compound Bi2Te3 is a narrow-gap semiconductor an
has high thermoelectric power and low thermal conductiv
which are necessary for a good thermoelectric.2,3 This com-
pound consists of layers produced from segments of
Bi2Te3 structure separated by heavy Ba atoms between
layers. The underlying Bi/Te network substructure
BaBiTe3 attempts to retain the high electrical conductiv
and high thermoelectric power of Bi2Te3 while the heavy
Ba21 ions between these layers balance the anionic ch
and tend to reduce the thermal conductivity of t
phonons.2,3

Electronic structure calculations can serve an import
role in determining which materials will prove useful fo
thermoelectric applications. The maximum efficiency~or co-
efficient of performance! of a heating~cooling! unit pro-
duced from thermoelectric materials depends on the dim
sionless figure of meritZT.

ZT5sS2T/~kL1ke!, ~1!

whereS is the thermopower~Seebeck coefficient!, s is the
electrical conductivity,ke is the electronic thermal conduc
tivity, and kL is the lattice thermal conductivity~often much
larger thanke in good thermoelectric materials!.4 It is be-
lieved that systems with many degenerate extrema, cha
terized by a degeneracy parameterg, have higher thermo-
electric power than those with a single extremum. This
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because, for the same total carrier concentration, the con
tration in each pocket is smaller for largerg. This increases
the value ofS associated with each pocket compared to
value obtained for the single-band case becauseS increases
with decreasing pocket carrier concentration. The amoun
increase, however, depends ong, the temperature, band gap
and other band parameters. If the carrier mobilities ass
ated with each pocket are the same, then the total condu
ity is independent ofg, but the conductivity-weighted ther
mopower for the multiband case is larger than for the sing
band case.5

To see explicitly the effective mass dependence of
figure of merit we follow the arguments presented by Hic
and Dresselahaus.6 They showed that in an anisotropic thre
dimensional single-band case, when the thermal and ele
cal currents travel in the same direction (x), the figure of
merit ZT increases with a parameterB which is defined by

B5
1

3p2 S 2kBT

\2 D 3/2

~mxmymz!
1/2

kB
2Tmx

ekph
, ~2!

wheremi is the effective mass of the carriers~electrons or
holes! in the i th direction,mx is the carrier mobility along the
transport direction, andkph is the lattice contribution to the
thermal conductivity. In order to increase the value ofZ,
large effective masses, high carrier mobility, and low latt
thermal conductivity are necessary. Band structure calc
tions can directly give us information about the effecti
mass. It has been shown that semiconductors with a band
of approximately 10kBT best satisfy this criterion,4 a prop-
erty which can be easily determined from appropriate ba
structure calculations. In summary then, a detailed anal
of the electronic structure of a semiconducting compou
can give information about the gap, the degeneracies of
8162 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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conduction and valence band extrema, and the effective m
parameters, all of which play an important role in determ
ing Z.

In this paper we investigate in detail the electronic str
tures of Bi2Te3 and BaBiTe3 from the point of view of ther-
moelectric properties. To understand the similarities and
ferences between BaBiTe3 and Bi2Te3 it is important to make
a careful comparison of their electronic structures. Wher
several calculations of the electronic structure of Bi2Te3 have
been reported in the literature,7–13 only one calculation on
BaBiTe3 has been reported2 to our knowledge except for a
brief report of our own work.14 The previous electronic
structure calculation2 of BaBiTe3 could not accurately deter
mine the size of the gap, did not include spin-orbit intera
tions which proved essential for the calculation of the ene
gap in Bi2Te3,

12,13 and did not investigate the effectiv
masses associated with different band extrema in great de
Also, there has been no detailed analysis using fi
principles methods of how the inclusion of spin-orbit inte
action alters the band structure near the Fermi energ
Bi2Te3 and how the bands rearrange to form a narrow-g
semiconductor. We address these questions here.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we descr
briefly the method of electronic structure calculations and
Sec. III we give the results. In the results section the e
tronic structure of the parent compound Bi2Te3, will be dis-
cussed in detail first. This will help us isolate the importa
features characterizing a good thermoelectric and also
the adequacy of the currently available state of the art m
ods for obtaining electronic structures of narrow-gap se
conductors. Then the electronic structure of BaBiTe3 will be
presented and compared with that of Bi2Te3. These calcula-
tions will examine the nature of the bonding between Bi a
Te p states and discuss the importance of spin-orbit inte
tion ~SOI! in the gap formation. The calculated band ga
will be compared to experimental values. The effect
masses associated with the band extrema will be evalu
and compared with available experimental values. Finally
Sec. IV we will give a brief summary and conclusions.

II. METHOD OF CALCULATION

Electronic structure calculations were performed using
self-consistent full-potential linearized augmented pla
wave method15 ~LAPW! within density functional theory
~DFT!,16 using the generalized gradient approximati
~GGA! of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof17 for the exchange
and correlation potential. The calculations were perform
using theWIEN97 package.18 The values of the atomic rad
were taken to be the same for all atoms, and each chose
as to fill the space between the atoms. The chosen value
2.9 a.u. for Bi2Te3 and 2.6 a.u. for BaBiTe3, where a.u. is the
atomic unit~0.52 Å!. Adjustment of these parameters with
a reasonable range showed little dependence on this v
tion. Convergence of the self-consistent iterations was p
formed for 44 k points for Bi2Te3 and 12 k points for
BaBiTe3 inside the reduced Brillouin zone to within 0.000
Ry with a cutoff of 26.0 Ry between the valence and th
core states. Scalar relativistic corrections were added fo
systems studied and spin-orbit interaction was incorpora
using a second variational procedure.19
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III. RESULTS

A. Bi2Te3

Bi2Te3 and its alloys with Sb2Te3 and Bi2Se3 have served
as the primary materials for thermoelectric devices for
past several decades.20–22 As a result, there have been man
electronic structure calculations performed on this mate
to understand its properties.7–13 The importance of relativis-
tic effects, especially that of the spin-orbit interaction, h
been noted in each of these calculations. However, sev
questions remain to be resolved in the band structure
Bi2Te3. For example, Thomaset al.12 explained the physics
of the gap formation by incorporating the SOI, but we
unable to incorporate it in theirab initio LAPW calculation.
Later, Mishraet al.13 did include SOI in theirab initio linear
muffin-tin orbital ~LMTO! calculation, but they did not ex
plore the nature of the bands that hybridized~leading to un-
crossing! near the Fermi energy. Further, none of the pre
ous ab initio band structure calculations were successful
explaining the nature of both conduction band and vale
band pockets in doped systems. Therefore we felt the n
for further careful analysis of the detailed band structure
Bi2Te3.

The crystal structure of Bi2Te3 is rhombohedral with the
space groupD3d

5 (R3̄m) with five atoms in the unit cell.23

Both the rhombohedral and hexagonal unit cells are sho
next to each other in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!, respectively. Along
the z direction ~trigonal axis! it forms a five-atom layer~re-
ferred to as ‘‘quintuple layer leaves’’! with primarily ionic
and covalent bonding within the layer, and Van der Wa
bonding between the layers.13,25 These five atoms reduce t
three inequivalent atoms identified as Te1, Te2, and Bi in
figure. The corresponding Brillouin zone is given in Fig. 2

The electronic structure of Bi2Te3 was calculated both
with and without SOI. The band structure without SOI

FIG. 1. Crystal structure of Bi2Te3: ~a! Rhombohedral unit cell,
~b! hexagonal unit cell. In~b! the Te atoms are open circles and
atoms are shaded circles.
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given in Fig. 3 which shows a direct band gap at theG point
of about 0.37 eV. This is about twice the value reported
Thomaset al.,12 who used the same LAPW method but
different local-density approximation~LDA ! exchange-
correlation potential. An orbital analysis reveals that the lo
est conduction band~LCB! and the highest valence ban
~HVB! arise primarily from an admixture of Bip and Te1p
bands. The conduction band is predominantly Bip in nature
whereas the valence band is predominantly Te1p. Note that
the Te1 atoms are in the layers that straddle the Van
Waals gap. Te2p states lie primarily below the HVB al
though there is a small amount of Te2p character in the
HVB. In the presenceof SOI the band structure near th
Fermi energy is dramatically altered. The main effect of S
is to move the conduction band bottom down relative to
top of the valence band~obtained without SOI! due to the
different SOI’s of Bi and Te so that the bottom of the co
duction band crosses the top of the valence band atG. The
resulting hybridization, which leads to uncrossing of t
bands, opens a new gap which is indirect. This point w
made by Thomaset al.12 in their tight-binding parametrized
calculations. They pointed out, however, the need for a co
plete self-consistent calculation including SOI to understa
the subtle gap structure of Bi2Te3.

In Fig. 3 ~band structurewithout SOI!, we see that there
are two additional peaks in the HVB~along Ga and ZF di-
rections! and two valleys in the LCB~also alongGa and ZF
directions! which have an energy slightly lower than the v
lence band maximum and slightly higher than the conduc
band minimum, respectively. With SOI, the shapes of th
peaks are virtually unchanged, but they move closer by
proximately 0.50 eV. The strong hybridization occurrin
nearG depresses the valence band peak to such an exten
the two valence band side peaks have now higher energy
they form the top of the valence band@Fig. 4~a!#. ~This hy-
bridization near theG point is much stronger than that for th
side peaks in the valence and conduction bands so the ov
shift of the bands is not rigid.! The two valence band
maxima lie on theyz plane of the Brillouin zone, which is a
plane of reflection symmetry. They will be denoted asv1
~along theGa direction! and v2 ~along the ZF direction!.
Similarly, the hybridization caused by the SOI shifts the co

FIG. 2. Brillouin zone of Bi2Te3 ~corresponding to the rhombo
hedral unit cell!.
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duction band minimum away from theG point to a point
betweenG and Z@see Fig. 4~a!#, which we will denote asc0.
The net result is an indirect-gap semiconductor with a ba
gap of about 0.13 eV, in very good agreement with the p
viously published LMTO-ASA~atomic sphere approxima
tion! calculation13 of 0.11 eV. In addition to this minimum
there are two higher-lying minima,c1 ~along theGa direc-
tion! and c2 ~along the ZF direction!. The direct gap be-
tweenv1 andc1 is 0.27 eV and that betweenv2 andc2 is
0.23 eV.

Thomaset al. have carried out optical measurements
Bi-doped Bi2Te3 and find an indirect gap of 0.1560.02 eV
and a direct gap of 0.2260.02 eV, which agree very wel
with the present calculations. Shubnikov–de Haas and
Haas–van Alphen measurements24–27of bothp- andn-doped
Bi2Te3 give sixfold degenerate valence and conduction ba
minima. The valence band maximumv2 appears to be the
one seen in this experiment. The effective masses assoc
with both v1 andv2 along with their experimental value
will be discussed in Sec. III D. In contrast to the valen
band situation, the case for the conduction band is intrigu
The calculated minimum is along theGZ direction and is
twofold degenerate. The next two higher minimac1 andc2
are both sixfold degenerate and are likely candidates to
plain the cyclotron resonance measurement, which find
sixfold-degenerate conduction band minimum.28–32 The ef-
fective mass parameters associated withc0, c1, and c2,
along with the experimental values, will also be discussed
Sec. III D. If the optical measurements12 are correct, then the
band structure results are amazingly good and the cyclo
resonance measurement is somehow missing the Fermi
face near theGZ axis. One has to investigate the reason
this more carefully. On the other hand, if they are not corr
and the lowest gap is direct then the present band struc
calculations are not accurate enough to reproduce this ra
delicate gap structure near the Fermi energy in Bi2Te3. Be-
low we discuss a possible scenario that can explain the
served sixfold-degenerate conduction band minimum. A
careful angle-resolved photoemission measurements are
rently being carried out by Liu and co-workers to obtain t
band structure of bothn- and p-doped Bi2Te3.

33 This will
help to clarify the nature of the conduction band minimum

FIG. 3. Band structure of Bi2Te3 without spin-orbit interac-
tion.
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As can be seen in Fig. 4~a!, thec2 minimum is about 0.08
eV above the calculated absolute minimumc0 and the mini-
mum c1 observed in cyclotron resonance measurement
about 0.15 eV abovec0. Both c1 andc2 have sixfold de-
generacy as seen in the experiment. As discussed above
band structure near the Fermi energy depends sensitivel
the spin-orbit-induced shifts in the LCB and HVB obtain
in the absence of SOI. If this shift were larger by abo
0.1–0.2 eV near theG point, then the minimum along theGZ
direction could have shifted above the minimum along
ZF and Ga directions. Also it is possible that finite
temperature effects might interchange the minima. The
result would have been a sixfold-degenerate conduction b
minimum as seen experimentally. A more accurate treatm
of the spin-orbit interaction, which is the source of the sub
gap structure near the Fermi energy, has to be implemen
perhaps using a fully relativistic Dirac theory.

The orbital characters of the LCB and HVB in thepres-
enceof SOI are given in Figs. 4~b!–4~d!, where the size of
the circles that overlay the band structure plot are dire
proportional to the strength of different orbital characte
The Bi p, Te1p, and Te2p bands are all involved in differen
amounts in the bonding near the Fermi level, but the L
has a larger amount of Bip character than Te1p or Te2 p
character, and the HVB has a larger Te1p character than Bi
p or Te2p character. This can be seen by comparing the
p and Te1p partial densities of states@Figs. 5~a!–5~d!# lying
above and below the Fermi level. Te1 lies in the Van d
Waals gap, bonded to one layer of Bi atoms below~or
above! and weakly bonded to a Te1 atom across the g
while Te2 is bonded to two layers of Bi atoms, one abo
and the other below. This results in the stabilization of
Te2p bands which lie well below the Fermi level and do n
play a significant role in transport. Then-type transport is
primarily through Bi p orbitals ~contributing to the lowest
conduction band! andp-type transport through Te1p orbitals
~contributing to the highest valence band!. This is consistent

FIG. 4. Band structure of Bi2Te3 with spin-orbit interaction.
Included are~a! total band structure, and orbital characters of t
bands:~b! Bi p, ~c! Te1 p, and~d! Te2 p. The sizes of the circles
overlying the band structure are directly proportional to the stren
of the orbital character.
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with the results of carrier scattering lifetime measuremen12

and with a previous calculation of electronegativity of ea
of the constituent atoms.34 Finally, the Te1, Te2, and Bi va
lences states lie approximately 10 eV below the Fermi e
ergy and do not play any significant role in the bonding a
transport properties.

B. BaBiTe3

As discussed briefly in the introduction, BaBiTe3 belongs
to a class of compounds which are derived from the Bi2Te3
crystal structure.2 The Bi/Te building blocks from Bi2Te3 are
arranged side by side in layers connected by Te atoms.
heavy Ba atoms lie between the layers.2,3,35 The structure of
BaBiTe3 also contains Te2

22 units which serve to connec
the Bi/Te blocks into layers. The crystal structure of BaBiT3
is more complicated than that of Bi2Te3 and has lower sym-
metry, orthorhombic rather than rhombohedral. The sp
group isP212121 with 40 atoms in the unit cell,2,3 but inter-
nal symmetries reduce the number of inequivalent atom
ten:Ba1–2, Bi1–2, and Te1–6. The crystal structures
BaBiTe3 and Bi2Te3 are projected onto theyzplane in Fig. 6,
the underlying local Bi2Te3-like structures~shown by the
shaded area! existing in BaBiTe3 within regions connected
by the Te5-Te6 chains. The Te2 and Te4 atoms lie on
edges of the layer and are bonded to only one layer of
atoms while the Te1 and Te3 atoms are bonded to two la
of Bi atoms. The Te1 atom has, however, a low Bi coor
nation and is likely to behave more like Te2 and Te4.
Bi2Te3, the Te1 atom is bonded to one layer of Bi atoms a
lies near the Van der Waals gap, whereas the Te2 atom
bonded to two layers of Bi atoms. As a consequence the
p bands in Bi2Te3 have a lower energy and appear away fro
the Fermi energy. Therefore, one would expect that
BaBiTe3, Te1, Te2, and Te4p bands would act more like the
Te1p bands in Bi2Te3, contributing to the valence band den
sity of states near the Fermi energy, whereas Te3p bands
would act more as Te2p in Bi2Te3, stabilized several eV
below the Fermi with very little contribution to the density o
states near the Fermi energy. Also, Bip states will contribute
primarily to the conduction band. Since Te5 and Te6p states
have no counterparts in Bi2Te3, the bands associated wit
these atoms will be new features in BaBiTe3.

Electronic structure calculations were performed with a
without spin-orbit interaction. The band structure of BaBiT3
is much more complicated than that of Bi2Te3 due to the
larger number of atoms in the unit cell. We will focus, how
ever, on the region close to the Fermi energy. Because o
geometry and the presence of Ba21 ions, the orbital charac-
ters of the HVB and LCB in BaBiTe3 are distinctly different
from those seen in Bi2Te3. As a result the effect of SOI is no
as dramatic. The Brillouin zone and the energy bands w
out SOI centered in the range of;2 eV about the Fermi
energy are given in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. The top of
valence band occurs at a point betweenG and Z ~this top
valence band in theGZ direction is extremely flat! while the
bottom of the conduction band lies at the Z point. The ba
gap at Z is calculated to be 0.45 eV, in good agreement~but
see below for a discussion when SOI interaction is includ!
with the larger of the two band gaps found experimenta
0.42 eV, but it cannot explain the smaller value of 0.28

th
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FIG. 5. Total and partial densities of states for Bi2Te3. Included are~a! total density of states, and partial density of states:~b! Bi p, ~c!
Te1 p, and~d! Te2 p.
s
n-

uc
th

e

s

also seen experimentally.2 Our results agree with a previou
unpublished LMTO calculation which did not include spi
orbit interaction.36

Introduction of SOI has some broad general effects, s
as lifting the degeneracy of several bands and moving
h
e

conduction and valence bands closer together~see Fig. 9!.
However, it has little effect on the position of the top of th
valence band of BaBiTe3 while the bottom of the conduction
band moves to a point betweenG and Z to form a gap which
is very nearly ‘‘direct.’’ A careful analysis of our result
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FIG. 6. Projection of the crystal structures inyzplane of~a! orthorhombic BaBiTe3 and~b! rhombohedral Bi2Te3. The Bi/Te blocks are
highlighted in the shaded area for BaBiTe3.
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shows that the top of the valence band is at~0, 0, 0.325! and
the bottom of the conduction band is at~0, 0, 0.3625!, in
units of the primitive reciprocal lattice vectorsb1 , b2 , b3 .
This new band gap is about 0.26 eV, in good agreement w
the smaller experimental value of 0.28 eV.2 There exist sev-
eral other indirect band gaps in the spectrum, such as
0.34 eV gap between the top of the valence band atG and the
bottom of the conduction band betweenG andD. As pointed
out before, the direct band gap at theG point is 0.47 eV,
which is comparable to and may be identified with the lar
of the experimentally observed band gaps of 0.42 eV.2 The
unusual shape of the experimental absorption spectrum
the threshold may result from the forbiddenp-p transitions
when Dk50. More accurate measurements and a deta
calculation of the optical absorption spectrum will clari
this issue.

The orbital characters of the bands in the neighborhoo
the Fermi energy have been analyzed, but will not be sho
to save space. It is observed that the main contribution n
the bottom of the conduction band is associated with the
p, Te5p, and Te6p states while the Te1p, Te2p, and Te4p
states contribute most strongly to the top of the valence ba
This is in agreement with the analogy made between
bonding found in Bi2Te3 and BaBiTe3 with respect to the

FIG. 7. Brillouin zone of BaBiTe3.
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position of the atoms within the layers, and with the Te5 a
Te6 atoms which contribute to the conduction band predo
nantly. The bands contributing to the density of states~DOS!
near the Fermi energy consist of Te and Bip bands, the Ba
5p bands lying about 13 eV below and the Ba 5d and 6s
bands lying several eV aboveEF . Therefore, the Ba 5p, 5d,
and 6s orbitals contribute very little to the states near t
Fermi level, the Ba21 ion acting mainly as a spacer. Th
interesting case is that of Te5 and Te6 atoms, which conn
the Bi/Te blocks together through the Te-Te chains along
z axis, and they have no analog in Bi2Te3. As pointed out
above, the Te5p and Te6p states contribute to the bottom o
the conduction band along with the Bi1p and Bi2p orbitals,
primarily the former. This agrees with the ‘‘lone pair
(2s* ) description of the Te5-Te6 states lying above t
Fermi level.2

The nature of the charge transport in this material depe
partly on the dispersion of the bands along different dir
tions. As one can see, the dispersion alongGY, perpendicular
to the Ba21 layers, is very small while that alongGZ, i.e.,
through the Te5-Te6 ‘‘necks,’’ is appreciable. One also s
that there is a large dispersion in theGD direction which
should be similar to that seen in thexy plane in Bi2Te3 ~see

FIG. 8. Band structure of BaBiTe3 without spin-orbit interac-
tion.
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Fig. 1!. Thus BaBiTe3 can be treated as a quasi-tw
dimensional system with respect to charge transport.

Since the inclusion of SOI does not cause as drast
change in the band structure as is the case for Bi2Te3, the
position and the degeneracy of the conduction band min
calculated within the GGA are much more reliable
BaBiTe3. However, several off-axis minima, whose energ
lie above the bottom of the conduction band by about 0.1
may contribute to the transport and increase the band de
eracy, thereby leading to a higherZT value.

C. Comparison between Bi2Te3 and BaBiTe3

Before we compare the band structure results for th
two compounds we will briefly comment on the good agre
ment between the theoretical values of the gaps obta
using density functional theory~with the GGA approxima-
tion! and the experimental values. Although the values fou
for gaps in covalent semiconductors and insulators are
ally underestimated in LDA/GGA,37 the above agreement i
quite gratifying. Orbital analysis of the bands near the g
region in both Bi2Te3 and BaBiTe3 indicates that the gaps ar
caused by the hybridization of Bip and Tep states. Since the
gaps arise from hybridization rather than ionic or cha
transfer~as in oxides! or strong covalent bonding~as in Si!,
it is possible that the LDA/GGA is better able to give a mo
realistic value of the gap in this system.

To determine the usefulness of BaBiTe3 for room-
temperature thermoelectric applications, comparisons sh
be made with Bi2Te3. Both Bi2Te3 and BaBiTe3 contain
band gaps of approximately 10kBT at room temperature, a
requirement for a good thermoelectric.4 Also, since both ma-
terials have their HVB maxima and LCB minima lying o
high-symmetry points, there will be a large degeneracy f
tor associated with these band extrema, which can lead t
enhancement of the thermoelectric coefficient. There are
features, however, which suggest that BaBiTe3 may not be as
good a thermoelectric material as Bi2Te3. Unlike the rhom-
bohedral Bi2Te3, the lower symmetry of BaBiTe3 means that
the degeneracy factorg associated with the band extrem
which enhances the thermopower, will be reduced.5 Also,
Bi2Te3 can be doped bothn- and p-type for optimum ther-
moelectric properties. This is due to transport through the
channels for the electrons and transport through the
channels for the holes. In BaBiTe3, the blocks of Bi2Te3
structure are connected by Te5 and Te6 atom chains. Or
analysis of the band structure calculation for BaBiTe3 shows
that they contribute significantly to the lowest conducti
band along with the Bi atoms. Therefore, while electrons
flow through the layers, the Te5 and Te6 chains will blo
the holes from traveling through the Te1, Te2, and Te4 l
ers, so the hole mobility will be rather small. One hopes t
the decrease of thermal conductivity due to the heavy
atoms lying between the Bi2Te3 layers may counteract pa
of these problems.38,39

D. Effective mass

As discussed in Eq.~2!, the thermoelectric figure of meri
ZT increases with the effective mass parameters of the c
a
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ers. It is therefore important to carefully examine these w
a first-principles band structure calculation. The effect
mass tensor is defined as40

@m#21
i j
* 5a i j 5\22F ]2E

]ki]kj
G . ~3!

In most cases, the off-diagonal terms of the mass tensor
small, so the diagonal elements of the mass tensora i i accu-
rately give the inverse of effective mass parameters,mii
~herei 5x,y,z!. In the general case, however, the mass t
sor has to be diagonalized to obtain the effective mas
associated with the principal directions. We fit the calcula
E vs k along different orthogonal directions to parabolas a
obtain the coefficientsa i i .

The effective masses for Bi2Te3 and BaBiTe3 were ob-
tained by calculating values of the energy close to differ
LCB minima and HVB maxima while moving along suitab
chosen directions in the Brillouin zone. These values w
then fitted to parabolas using the computer program41

KALEIDAGRAPH ~see Fig. 10!. The energy dispersion curve
near the LCB minima and HVB maxima of Bi2Te3 are
known to display strong nonparabolic behavior,24–28 but a
fair approximation to a parabolic band can be made if poi
are chosen close to the band extrema.

Since all calculated extrema in Bi2Te3 lie on the plane of
reflection symmetry~the z axis is the trigonal axis and they
axis is the bisectrix axis, and theyzplane is one of the three
reflection planes! the energies near the top of the HVB an
the bottom of the LCB can be fitted using the equation

2meE/\25axxkx
21ayyky

21azzkz
212ayzkykz , ~4!

whereme is the free-electron mass and a constant term
been omitted. Note that the de Haas–van Alphen meas
ments find sixfold-degenerate hole and electron pockets
ing on the reflection planes~containing the trigonal and bi
sectrix axes!. The cross sections of these pockets in theyz
plane are ellipses whose major axes make an angleu with the
y axis ~the bisectrix axis!. This angleu is given by24,26

u5 1
2 arctan@2ayz /~azz2ayy!#. ~5!

FIG. 9. Band structure of BaBiTe3 with spin-orbit interaction.
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Theoretical values of the coefficientsa i j ~which are the
inverse of effective mass parameters! along with their experi-
mental values are given in Table I. They agree quite w
with the previous LMTO calculation.42 The curvature in the
x direction is obtained using values very close to the HV
maximum and LCB minimum and as we can see the theo
ical values are about a factor of 3 too large compared
experiment. For higher doping, i.e., for largerkx , the effec-
tive curvature decreases due to nonparabolic effects, and
improves the agreement with experimental values. Howe
the positions of the electron and hole pockets atc1, c2, v1,
andv2 on the reflection planes as well as the angleu asso-
ciated with these pockets are accurately reproduced vis-a
experiment~see Table I and Fig. 11!. The u angle of the
electron pocket associated with thec0 minimum is oriented
at nearly 90° away from that seen in experiment. Theref

TABLE I. Theoretical and experimental values of effectiv
mass tensor parameters associated with the conduction
minima and valence band maxima for Bi2Te3. The effective mass
parameters are in units of the free-electron mass.

Conduction band c0 c1 c2
Experiment

~Ref. 24! ~610%!

axx5@m21#xx 20.25 112.75 95.84 46.9
ayy5@m21#yy 3.97 2.87 3.56 5.92
azz5@m21#zz 3.75 5.49 6.20 9.50
ayz5@m21#yz 2.93 2.54 2.39 4.22
u 243.9° 31.3° 32.7° 33.5°

Valence band v1 v2
Experiment

~Ref. 26! ~610%!

axx5@m21#xx 107.51 90.05 32.5
ayy5@m21#yy 3.97 2.91 4.81
azz5@m21#zz 5.54 5.60 9.02
ayz5@m21#yz 2.76 2.34 4.15
u 37.1° 30.0° 31.5°
ll

t-
o

his
r,

is

e

the c0 electron pocket either describes a real feature of
conduction band which has not been seen experimentall
is an artifact of the band structure calculation. The nature
this electron pocket must be examined both through fu
relativistic band structure calculations and/or through furt
de Haas–van Alphen measurements of Bi2Te3 with a very
small amount ofn doping.

In BaBiTe3, in spite of its more complicated crystal stru
ture, the conduction and valence band extrema are relati
simple. They lie on theGZ direction and hence are twofol
degenerate. Also due to the orthorhombic symmetry, the
diagonal effective mass parameters are zero. Thus the p
cipal axes of the electron and hole ellipsoids are orien
along the orthorhombic axes. The results are given in Ta
II. Since the arrangement of atoms along thex direction is
quite similar in Bi2Te3 and BaBiTe3, it is instructive to com-
pare the corresponding effective masses. The effec
masses along this direction are 0.09~electrons! and 0.13
~holes! for the latter compared to about 0.01 in the form
Thus it appears that the geometry along the other two di
tions plays a significant role in the transport along thex axis.
Whereas the effective mass parameters in theyz plane are
comparable in Bi2Te3, they show substantial anisotropy i
BaBiTe3. The primary reason is the presence of Te5 and T
atoms in the latter. This is seen by examining the effect
masses along thez axis ~which traverses the Te5-Te6 chai
see Fig. 6!. These are 0.08~electrons! and 0.35~holes!. The
small electron mass associated with the LCB which is
primarily Bi p character is due to a strong admixture of T
and Te6p orbitals. In contrast, the HVB, which is compose
primarily of Te1, 2, 4 and very little Te5, 6p character, has
a fourfold greater effective hole mass than the correspond
LCB electron mass.

From the results of experiments in Bi2Te3 and band cal-
culations in both Bi2Te3 and BaBiTe3, we note that the ef-
fective masses are rather small. Therefore it appears tha
degeneracies of the HVB maxima and LCB minima, rath
than large effective masses of the carriers, are responsibl

nd
FIG. 10. Fitting of the energy band near the conduction band minimum to a parabola for Bi2Te3.
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the observed high room-temperatureZT in Bi2Te3. A lower
value of room-temperatureZT in BaBiTe3 is consistent with
a smaller degeneracy parameterg. However, as we saw in
the band structure calculation, there are several low-ly
conduction band minima in BaBiTe3 which with optimal
n-type doping can give betterZT values.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Electronic structure calculations were performed on b
Bi2Te3 and BaBiTe3 by applying full-potential LAPW and
the generalized gradient approximation to density functio
theory. Scalar relativistic and spin-orbit corrections were
cluded in the calculation. The results for Bi2Te3 agree well
with previous calculations using LMTO-ASA and the loc
density approximation to density functional theory.13 We
find that the electrons travel primarily through Bi chann
while the holes travel primarily through channels produc
by the Te1 atoms lying at the Van der Waals gap edge.
positions of the conduction band minima and valence b
maxima result from a spin-orbit-induced nonrigid shift of t
valence and conduction bands which cross; the resulting
bridization opens up a gap. While the calculated band g
~indirect gap at 0.13 eV and direct gap of 0.23 eV! agree well
with optical experiments,12 and the sixfold-degenerate va

FIG. 11. Positions of the electron and hole pockets lying on
reflection plane of the Brillouin zone for Bi2Te3.
g

h

l
-

d
e
d

y-
ps

lence band maximum with Shubnikov–de Haas and
Haas–van Alphen measurements,24,26 the situation of the
conduction band minimum is less clear and needs furt
theoretical and experimental work.

Compared to Bi2Te3, very little work has been done o
BaBiTe3 to understand the nature of electron and hole po
ets. The lowest band gap~0.27 eV! is indirect~nearly direct!
and agrees with the experimental value.2 The SOI, which
played a crucial role in determining the nature of the gap
Bi2Te3, does not dramatically alter the gap structure
BaBiTe3. Inclusion of SOI only lifts the degeneracy of th
bands and reduces the size of the gap, but there is no b
anticrossing and opening up of a new indirect gap as see
Bi2Te3. Similarly, an orbital analysis of the bands sugge
that the transport of holes will be through the Te atoms at
Van der Waals gap edge~denoted as Te1, Te2, and Te4!,
while the Bi atoms contribute to the electron transport alo
with Te5 and Te6 chains, which connect the Bi/Te regio
together.

The above results suggest that attempts to optim
BaBiTe3 as ap-type material should aim at preparing sol
solutions of the type BaBi12xSbxTe3, so that the Te sites ar
not disrupted. Given that the Te states predominate at the
of the HVB, Sb substitution at Bi sites should have minim
effects on the hole mobilities. Any substitution, however,
the Te sites~e.g., Se! is expected to greatly degrade the ho
mobilities. On the other hand, attempts to optimize BaBiT3
as ann-type material are expected to be more challeng
because the bottom of the conduction band has substa
contributions from both Bi states and Te states~Te5 and
Te6!. Therefore any substitution in either Bi or Te sites w
likely have serious negative effects on the electron mob
ties.
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TABLE II. Theoretical values of inverse effective mass para
eters associated with the conduction band minimum and vale
band maximum for BaBiTe3. The effective mass parameters are
units of the free-electron mass.

Conduction band GZ

axx5@m21#xx 11.61
ayy5@m21#yy 2.79
azz5@m21#zz 13.16
Valence Band GZ

axx5@m21#xx 7.61
ayy5@m21#yy 5.40
azz5@m21#zz 2.89
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